NCITS Report - October 2000

• Recent Changes and Clarifications:
  – TC now has 7 days (instead of 3) to forward new project proposals under the new rules (might be changed to 14 days)
  – New member following 1st meeting (n) is not in jeopardy until after meeting n+2 if he/she misses the next two meetings.
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- Last year’s change to the 2/3 rds rule that added a new requirement (c) for quorum+1 yes votes was ill-advised and will be revised or dropped.
- First public review is now 45 days (down from 60 days).
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– NCITS has adopted a new standards category called Stabilized Standard. Stabilized standards have not changed in 5 years and have no planned revisions. They are administratively reaffirmed thereafter.

– NCITS service fee has increased to $800/year. There is no separate IPF.

– ‘Observer (O)’ changed to ‘Advisory (AD)’
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– T10 annual report accepted
– PPC has recommend that T10’s new and revised procedures be approved
– SES AM#1 passed NCITS management review
– SPI-3 passed NCITS management review
– NCITS directed T10 chair to only allow one vote for AMP/Madison/Tyco